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ABSTRACT 
The negative signature of hermitian completions of the partial matrix 
is computed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A hermitian partial matrix is a matrix in which some entries are specified 
and the others are left free complex variables, such that if aij and aji are 
specified then aij = Fiji. A hermitian completion is a specification of the free 
variables such that a hermitian matrix is obtained. Hermitian completions of 
partial hermitian matrices were studied in [6] and [ll] in connection with 
nonnegative matrices. To any partial hermitian matrix one associates in a 
canonical way an undirected graph. In [6] it is proved that if the partial 
hermitian matrix is banded and nonnegative (i.e., all its principal minors are 
nonnegative), then a nonnegative completion exists, and in [II] it is proved 
that this phenomenon is actually a characterization of chordal graphs. 
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Given a hermitian matrix H, let X-(H) d enote the number of its strictly 
negative eigenvalues, counted with their multiplicities. If K is a partial 
hermitian matrix, then its negative signature x-(K) is by definition the 
maximum of x-(H), where H runs through the set of all hermitian submatri- 
ces of K. With this definition, the result of [ll] says that the chordality of a 
graph G is characterized by the property that any partial hermitian matrix K 
associated to G and such that X-(K) = 0 can be completed to a nonnegative 
hermitian matrix. The corresponding problem for X-(K) > 0 was considered, 
among others, in [E] (see also [8]), where it is proved that, provided all the 
hermitian submatrices are nonsingular, the result of [ll] holds also for x-(K) 
> 0. The assumption on nonsingularity is essential, as is proved by an example 
in [ll]. 
In this paper we are concerned with the problem of computing the 
negative signature of hermitian completions of partial matrices in the general 
case (i.e., no nonsingularity conditions are assumed). The obstructions en- 
countered are of two kinds: the first comes from the structure of the underly- 
ing graph, and the other comes from the existence of the kernels of different 
principal submatrices. It has been pointed out during investigations of prob- 
lems of this type (see [6, 8, 11, 121) that, using the gaussian elimination scheme 
(see [9]), in case the underlying graph is chordal, the problem reduces to the 
consideration of one-step completions, i.e. to hermitian completions of the 
partial matrices of the type 
B 
K = ;* c E* , 
i 1 E d 
where a and d are (real) scalars (this is usually called a one-step completion). 
In this paper we restrict to this particular case. 
Let r? denote a hermitian completion of K. Then, it is easy to see (e.g. see 
Corollary 3.3) that x-(k) E ( x-(K), x-(K) + 1); hence our problem will 
be solved if we can determine all the hermitian completions 2 such that 
x-(g) = x-(K). 
In order to state our main result we introduce the number 
E-(K) =x-([;* g]) -x-([;* :I). 
It is easy to see that e-(K) takes only the values - 1, 0, and 1. 
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THEOREM 1.1. In order for there to exist hermitian completions I? of K 
such that X-( K”) = x-(K), it is necessary and sujjkient that one (and only 
one) of the following conditions hold: 
(CT) if&-(K) = -1 then 9(PkercE*) 2 .4’(PkercB*); 
(p) if c-(K) = 0 then 9?(PkercE*) = %‘(PPkercB*); 
(y) q&-(K) = 1 then .92(PkercE*) c 9?(PkerCB*). 
In Lemma 4.1 and Remark 4.2 we give also a description of those 
hermitian completions I? of K such that X-( Z?) = X-(K). 
The approach adopted in this paper makes use of spaces with indefinite 
inner product and indefinite factorizations and is closely connected with that 
used in [3] and [4]. Moreover, there is a strong relation between hermitian 
completions and lifting of operators, partially explained by the fact that in both 
problems the major role is played by certain operator ranges (see Theorem 1.1 
and [4]). 
Recently, in connection with the problem of computing the null signature 
(i.e. the dimension of the kernel) for hermitian completions, in [5] a sufficient 
condition was obtained which assures the existence of a one-step hermitian 
completion preserving the negative signature. We render the relation with this 
criterion explicit in Corollary 4.5. 
Motivated by this approach, in Section 2 we fix some terminology from the 
theory of spaces with indefinite inner product. Using this, we can obtain in 
Section 3 explicit formulae for computing the signatures of hermitian matrices 
of the type 
a B I 1 B* C 
(see also [lo]). The last section of this paper is devoted to the proof of the main 
result. 
2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
2.1. 
The terminology from the theory of spaces with indefinite inner product 
and their linear operators will be that used in the monographs [l] and [2]. 
Here we want to fix some notation. 
In this paper all the indginite-inner-product spaces will be nondegenerate 
and finite-dimensional. If 2 is such a space, then we will denote its indefinite 
inner product by the symbol [*, - 1. A f un d amental decomposition of Z will be 
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denoted by .%= z%?~X-; then the operator J on X defined by 
,( r++ x-) = x’- x-, X%37*, 
is the corresponding fundamental symmetry, and the j-inner product (* , * ), 
defined by 
turns Z into a Hilbert space. 
The signature numbers x * [ ;I/ ] = dim X *, where Y= ;u’flZ is an 
arbitrary fundamental decomposition of X, do not depend on the fundamental 
decomposition. 
Let Z1 and Yz be two (nondegenerate, finite-dimensional) indefinite- 
inner-product spaces. Then X1f13uz denotes the direct sum of Y1 and 
Z2. We have 
An operator U E Y ( X,, .f,) is called unita y if it is invertible and 
If jI and Jz are fundamental symmetries on Y1 and 3u, respectively, then 
U E U( Y1, Xz) is unitary if and only if the following identities hold: 
In order for there to exist unitary operators between Y, and Yz it is 
necessary and suffkient that 
2.2. 
Let X be a finite-dimensional Hilhert space and A t Y(X), A = A*. 
Denote S, = sgn A, where sgn stands for the real Signum function (by 
definition sgn 0 = 0). Then S, is the self-adjoint partial isometry which 
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appears in the polar decomposition of A, 
A = S,l Al, ker S, = ker A, S,Z= .2(A), 
where 9 (A) denotes as usual the range of the operator A. The signature 
numbers of A are defined as follows: 
x*(A) =dimker(IrSA), x0( A) = dim ker S,. 
In the following .J& will denote the indefinite-inner-product space ob- 
tained from the space SAX endowed with the inner product 
[r, Y] = (S,r, Y)> r, YEHA. 
3. THE SIGNATURES OF A HERMITIAN MATRIX 
Let Z be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, C E Y(2), C = C*, and 
a E B4. With respect to the decomposition @ f~ 2 we consider the hermitian 
ma Yix 
It is our aim to calculate the numbers X-(A), x+( A), and x0( A). For our 
purpose it is convenient to represent 
B= [B1 y(Cl'/'] 
with respect to the decomposition Z= ker C CB xc, where y = B 1 C 1 -lj2: 
X;: -+ Q hence H has the representation 
B, YICI”’ 
0 0 
1 
P-2) 
(cpy* 0 c 
with respect to the decomposition @ Q ker C 8 Hc. 
We will use also the following notation: if B denotes a finite-dimensional 
Hilbert space, then [ 9 f~ 9 ] denotes the indefinite-inner-product space whose 
underlying subspace is 9 e 9 and whose inner product is given by the 
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LEMMA 3.1. If H denotes the hermitian matrix in (3.9 then 
x*(H) = x*(C) + x*(a - yS,y*) + (rank B,)[l - X*(a - yS,y*)]. 
In addition: 
(i) Zf a - yS,y* = 0, there exists a unitary operator W, uniquely deter- 
mined, such that 
w:xH’ [ .9(B:) Q LJ?(B:)]~xc, 
W,H,‘/‘= [ Si* P$& ,il,,i. (3.4) 
(ii) Zf a, = a - y&y* # 0, denoting PI = 1 al 1 -1/21?1, there exists a uni- 
tay operator W, uniquely determined, such that 
w : 2” -+ q+e&;l&pfc, 
L 
I al I ‘I2 S,P, 0 
WJHl’/2= 0 l&I 0 . 
I 
(39 
%Y* 0 I C( II2 
Proof. In case a - yScy* = 0, the hermitian matrix H given in (3.2) can 
be factored as follows: 
(3.6) 
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Since the operator defined by the 3 x 3 block matrix in (3.4) is surjective, 
using [3, Corollary] and (3.6), it follows that there exists a unitary operator W 
as in (3.4) and 
x*(H) = x*(C) + rank B,. (3.7) 
Let us assume now that a, = a - yScy* # 0. Denoting fir = 1 a, 1 -l’zBl, 
it is easy to see that the following factorization holds: 
[ 
( a1 1 1’2 0 
H = firs, 
0 
I “d’ ,;;,Jri S-~;& ;I 
[ 
lap qJ-$ 0 
X 0 IPll 0 . 1 (3.8) sc7* 0 (Cl II2
From here, reasoning as above, we get the existence of the unitary operator as 
in (3.5), and consequently the following identity holds: 
x*(H) = x*(C) + x*(a - y&q*) + xT(a - yScY*)rank B,. (3.9) 
It remains to notice that the general formula (3.3) follows from its particular 
cases (3.7) and (3.9). a 
COROLLARY 3.2. x-(H) = x-(C) ifund onhj iffB, = 0 and a - y&y* 
2 0. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of (3.3). H 
Also as a direct consequence of (3.3) we obtain the following 
COROLLARY 3.3. IfC~9(2), C = C*, isfixed, then 
(*-[;* ;]/aER, k!q.R,q) = {x_(C), x_(c) + l}. 
Corollary 3.3 is a particular case of a result which is proved in a different 
way in 141. 
Taking into account that the signatures of an arbitrary hermitian matrix 
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A E U(X) are related by 
X-(A) + X”(A) + x+( A) = dim 3, (3.10) 
we can compute now the null signature of the matrix H in the representation 
(3.2). 
COROLLARY 3.4. lf H denotes the hermitian matrix from (3.2), then 
x”(H) = x”(c) + x0( a - ys,y*) - ( rank B1) [ 1 + x”( a - y~,y*)] . 
Proof. We use the formulae (3.3), taking into account (3.10) for H, C, 
and a - y&y*. l 
REMARK 3.5. Using the unitary operators W from (3.4) and (3.5), we can 
compute ker H itself, not only its dimension x’(H). More precisely, if a - 
ySey* = 0 then 
ker H = (x @ - ~C~-'/2SCy*x(x~ ker BF) d kerBr, 
and if a, = a - yScy* # 0 then 
ker H = ( xe ICI- l'%Y*I (11 I -l’pSJ$x @ (- Iu,I-“*S,B1x)Ix~kerBl}. 
4. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let a, d be real numbers, CE 8(X), C = C* (X a finite-dimensional 
Hilbert space) and B, E E 9(X, @). We consider the hermitian matrices H 
given by (3.1), and 
Gcd E 
[ 1 E* C' (4.1) 
We consider the partial hermitian matrix 
(4.2) 
and our problem is to describe the hermitian completions Z? (if any) of K such 
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that X-( K”) is equal to X-(K), the maximum of the negative signatures of all 
hermitian submatrices of K. Denoting 
B x 
K” = ;* C E* , 
[ 1 (4.3) x* E d 
it is easy to see that this problem is equivalent to that of describing all 
hermitian matrices k as in (4.3) such that 
x-( 2) = max{ x-( H), K(G)). (4.4) 
Taking into account the results obtained in Section 3, for our purposes it is 
convenient to introduce the representation (3.2) and similarly 
E, 6 1 Cl 1’2 
0 0 ( cp26* 0c 1 f (4.5) 
According to Lemma 3.1, x-(H) is calculated as in (3.3) and similarly we 
have 
x-(G) = x-(C) + x- (d - 6&S*) + (rank El) [ 1 - x-( d - RS,~*)] . 
(4.6) 
LEMMA 4.1. Let us assume that x-(H) > x-(G) holds, or equivalently, 
x-(a - Y%Y*) + ( rank B1) [ 1 - x-( a - y&g*)] 
2 x-(d - 6SCS*) + (rank E1)[l - x-(d - 6S,6*)]. (4.7) 
i) Zfa - y&y* = 0, then there exist solutions of (4.4) if and only $ 
%(E:) E .C%(B:) (4.8) 
and 
(1 - rank E,)(d - 6SCS*) 2 0. (4.9) 
In that case the description of all hermitian matrices K” satisfying (4.3) and (4.4) 
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is given by the formula 
x = Z3,t + yscs*, (4.10) 
where the parameters t E Y(G;, g ( B:)) satisfy 
E,t + t*E: ,< d - 6SCS*. (4.11) 
(ii) Ifu - y&y* < 0, then there exist solutions of (4.4) ifand only if (4.8) 
holds. In this case the set of all solutions is described by the fannula 
x = y&-g* + s 1 a - y&y* 1 lj2, 
where the parameters s E @ satisfy 
I s I * 2 E, I 6 I -lp,c,tj I 01 I -‘ET - (d - &S*). 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(iii) Zf a - yS,y* > 0, then there exist solutions of (4.4) if and only zf 
(d - %S*) + E, I 6 I -lf’,(,rj I PI I -‘E: 2 0 (4.14) 
and (4.8) hold. In this case the set of all solutions is described by the formula 
(4.12), where the parameter s E G satisfies 
ls(2~(d-~Sc~*)+ElIP~I-1Pw~sy~IP1~-’E:. (4.15) 
Proof. Let us first assume that a - yS,y* = 0. If K” denotes the hermi- 
tian matrix in (4.3), then 
K= ;* ;, 
[ 1 
(4.16) 
where 
F= [x E*]t (4.17) 
From Corollary 3.2, it follows that x-(k) = x-(H) if and only if 
F = I H ) “*A’, (4.18) 
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where X : C -+ 9 (H) satisfies 
d-A’% X>O. H H (4.19) 
Consider now the unitary operator of indefinite-inner-product spaces W 
defined in (3.4), and then define X: @ -+ %?(B:) B W( RF) @ Zc by 
x = w*-1x’. (4.20) 
Representing X, with respect to the decomposition %( B:) e W( B:) @ Xc, 
by a column block matrix 
A= [t h, a]“, 
from (4.18) and (3.4) we get 
X = B,t + yS,&, (4.21) 
E: = &> (4.22) 
1 c 1 w5* = ) c ) wi,. (4.23) 
Taking into account that X, : B -+ 9 (BT), it follows that (4.22) makes sense if 
and only if (4.8) holds. Also, (4.23) holds if and only if 6* = X,. Furthermore, 
from (4.20) and the unitarity of W it follows that 
d - X*SHA’ = d - hTWSHW*X 
010 t 
=d-[t* E, 61 ; ; 
i I[ 
s” E; 
c a* 
= (d - 6S,6*) - (E,t + t*E;); 
hence (4.19) is equivalent to (4.11). Finally, (4.10) follows from (4.21) since 
1s = 6*. 
Let us assume now that aI = a - y Sty * # 0. As above, for a hermitian 
matrix K’ satisfying (4.3) and (4.4) we must have also (4.16)-(4.19). Consider- 
ing the unitary operator W as in (3.5), we introduce X: @ --+ G f~ KBf,,;lBI e 
Xc by the formula (4.20). Representing h with respect to the decomposrtron 
@ @ &s&B, e Zc, by a column block matrix 
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from (4.18) and (3.5) we get 
x = s(ql 1’2 + &X,, (4.24) 
E:= I&l&2* (4.25) 
1 c ( 1/26* = 1 c 1 l/2&. (4.26) 
Now (4.25) makes sense if and only if (4.8) holds, and in that case X, = 
1 PI 1 -‘Ef, where the inverse is taken on its range. From (4.26) it follows that 
A, = 9, and then, using (4.20) and the unitarity of W, we obtain 
d - X*S,X = d - PWSHW*X 
=d- [s* E,I&l-’ 
= (d-&6*) -E,I~,I-'S,,~,~R~~IP~I-'E:- IsleSa,; 
hence (4.19) is equivalent to 
S,+IS~~G (d-&6*) -E,IB1l-lS,,PI(Br)IPII-lE:. (4.27) 
Finally, if a1 < 0 (i.e. S,, = -l), (4.27) is equivalent to (4.13), and if 
ai > 0 (i.e. S,, = l), (4.27) is equivalent to (4.15). Clearly, in the latter case 
(4.15) makes sense if and only if (4.14) holds. n 
REMARK 4.2. Let us assume that (4.7) holds, a - yScy* = 0, and %‘(Ef) 
C 9 (B:). Now, B, and E, have rank at most one. There are three possibili- 
ties: 
(01) If rank B, = 0, then also rank E, = 0 and (4.11) has unique solution 
t = 0, provided d - &SC&* 2 0 [see (4.9)J. 
(8) If rank I?, = 1 and rank E, = 0, then any t E U(Q W(l?:)) is a solu- 
tion of (4.11) provided also d - 6ScS* > 0. 
(y) If rank E, = 1, then 9?(E:) = .9?( B:) must hold. Then (4.11) always 
has solutions, and these are 
t = +E;‘(d - SS,S* + is), 
where s < 0 (i.e., the set of solutions is a half plane). 
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We associate now with the partial matrix K given in (4.2) a number E- ( K ) 
defined by 
E-(K) = x-(H) - x-(G) 
=X -(u - Y&Y*) + (rank Br)[I - ~-(a - YS~Y*)] 
- X-(d - 6&S*) - (rank Er)[l - x-(d - 6S,6*)]. (4.28) 
Clearly, E-(K) takes only the values - 1, 0, and 1. 
THEOREM 4.3. In order fw there to exist hermitian completions I? of the 
partial matrix K in (4.2) such thut X-(E) = x-(K), it is necessary and 
st.@iient that one of the following alternatives hold: 
(a) if&-(K) 6 0 then W(EF) C S?(B:); 
(b) q&-(K) < 0 then 9(E:) 2 %‘(B;). 
Proof. Let us assume that a - ySCy* < 0. Then E-(K) > 0 and, accord- 
ing to Lemma 4.l(ii), there exists a hermitian completion K” of K such that 
x-( I?) = x-(K) if and only if 2(E:) G %(B:). In case d - 6SCS* < 0 the 
reasoning is similar. 
Let us assume that a - yScy* 2 0 and d - C&S* > 0. If E-(K) > 0 
[equivalently, (4.7) holds], we first notice that (4.9) and (4.14) are automati- 
cally satisfied (since d - R&S* > 0); hence, using (i) and (iii) in Lemma 4.1, it 
follows that there exists a hermitian completion K” of K such that X-(K) = 
X-( K),if and only if 9 (E:) E 6% (IS:). If E-(K) < 0, the reasoning is similar, 
by interchanging the roles of H and G. H 
We can now determine the minimal negative signature of one-step hermi- 
tian completions. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let r?(x) denote the 
min{X-(a(X))]XE@?} = [ ErlKi 
hermitian completion in (4.3). Then 
f(a) or (b), 
+ 1 ifnot (a) andnot (b), 
where (a) and (b) denote the conditions from Theorem 4.3. 
Proof. As a consequence of Corollary 3.3 we have ( X-( K( x)) 1 r E ($3) C 
{x-(K), x-(K) + 1). It remains only to apply Theorem 4.3. H 
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Finally, we illustrate the connections with the results of [S] by making 
explicit [S, Theorem 1.21. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Assume that 
min{ x”(H), x’(G)) > x”(C), (4.29) 
and let x = y&S* if (a - yS,y*)(d - L&S*) Q 0 holds, in the opposite case 
letting : 
lx I 
Then 
x be a solution of the quadratic equation 
2 - 2Re( r&y*) + &y*yS$* - (a - yS,y*)(d - X3,6*) = 0. 
(4.30) 
x-(i(x)) = max(K(H), x-(G)), xi .( K”( ix)) = max 
and 
{x+(H), x+(G)), 
(4.31) 
x”( K”( x)) 2 maxi x”(H), x”(G)}. (4.32) 
Proof. Taking into account Corollary 3.4, from (4.29) we obtain B, = 0 
and E, = 0. Then, with respect to the decomposition 
an arbitrary hermitian completion K(x) has the representation 
0 61CI”2 d 
Performing Schur factorizations with respect to the matrix C, it is easy to see 
that 
0 0 x - yscs* 
0 0 0 
0 c 0 
0 0 d - &SC&* 1 
u*, 
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where U is invertible; in particular, denoting 
A(x) = 
a - Y%Y* x - y&J* 
x* - 6&y* 1 d - 6S,6* ’ 
we have 
x*(K(x)) = x*(C) +x*(+)), 
where * = -,O, +. 
If (a - -yS,r*)(d - l&6*) > 0, we let x be such that A(x) is singular 
[equivalently, (4.30) holds]; hence x0( A(X)) = 1 in this case, and it is now 
easy to see that (4.31) and (4.32) hold. If (a - YS,g*)(d - SS,$*) < 0, we 
let x = yS$*, which makes A(x) diagonal, and (4.31) and (4.32) are also 
verified. n 
REMARK 4.6. Let K(x) be the hermitian completion in (4.3). Using the 
representations (3.2) and (4.5), a Schur-type factorization of K(x) similar to 
that used in the proof of Corollary 4.5 reduces the problem to the case of the 
hermitian matrix 
a - Y%Y* B, 0 x - yscs* 
BT 0 0 E: 
. 0 0 c 0 
x* - 6S,y* E, 0 d - C&S* I 
Then, performing appropriate factorizations corresponding to the analysis of 
the cases in Lemma 4.1, one obtains a proof of Theorem 4.3 which in a certain 
sense is parallel to that presented by us. 
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